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Pervasive Computing and 
Context-aware Technologies 
Meaning 
  Pervasive computing is a term describing the concept of 
integrating computation into the environment, rather than 
having computers which are distinct objects. Promoters of 
this idea hope that embedding computation into the 
environment would enable people to move around and 
interact with computers more naturally than they currently 
do. 
  Ubiquitous Computing ‘‘The most profound technologies 
are those that disappear. They weave themselves into the 
fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it.’’ 
So began Mark Weiser’s seminal 1991 paper that described 
his vision of ubiquitous computing now also called pervasive 
computing. Pervasive computing represents a major 
evolutionary step in a line of work dating back to the mid 
1970s. Two distinct earlier steps in this evolution are 
distributed systems and mobile computing. Some of the 
technical problems in pervasive ... 
A Clear Trend 
Moore’s Law 
  The complexity for minimum component costs has 
increased at a rate of roughly a factor of two per 
year  
  A doubling of the number of transistors on 
integrated circuits every 18 months 
  Since 1968 to 2003 we had processors that grew  
from 4 MHz to 2 GHz. We expect the same in the 
next 18 months, from 2 GHz to 4 GHz processors. 
Moore’s Law (2) 
Features: Computer Size 
  Hardware is getting smaller and smaller 
  What is the smallest computer you own? 
  What is the smallest computer you know? 
  Smart Dust 
  Nanotechnology 
  Micheal Crichton, Prey, Harper Collins, 2002 
  Limitations 
  Computational resources 
  Physical interconnection 
  User interface 
  Power consumption 
Features: Resources (CPU, Memory) 
  No 2-3 GHz CPUs for embedded devices available 
  Trade-off between performance and power 
consumption 
  No GByte main memory 
  No hard disk; flash memory instead 
  GBytes available but expensive 
  What performance have today (your) mobile 
devices? 
  Processor speed 
  Transient and persistent memory 
  Hours of operation? 
Features: Power Consumption 
  Battery technology does not keep pace with 
increase in computer technology 
  Known technologies 
  Lithium ion or lithium polymer 
  Future Technologies 
  Fuel Cell (notebook runs for 1 day) 
  Star Trek technology should be discovered fast… 
  Always-on vs. Wake-on wireless? 
  Power-aware computing and communication 
  New attacks: Sleep Deprivation  
Small Computers 
  Portable computer, well… 
  General purpose 
  Notebooks 
  Sub notebooks 
  Personal Digital Assistants (PDA) 
  Appliances 
  Single purpose + communication 
  Smart phone 
  Smart Dust 
Disappearance 
  Fundamental consequence of human psychology 
  Whenever people learn something sufficiently well, 
they cease to be aware of it 
  Only when things disappear, we are free to use them 
without thinking and so to focus beyond them on new 
goals 
  Writing, reading, calculating, driving, … 
  Think of the car’s wheel… 
Connecting Computers 
  Not by wire 
  Not by infrared either 





  Connecting computers and 
services increases applications 
exponentially 
Vision of the Future 1/2 
From the paper “How and Why you will talk with your tomatoes” 
Somewhere in Germany there is a factory that produces the little cans that canned food goes into. This 
factory makes cans that appear perfectly normal it's just that each can contains a tiny computer, a small 
amount of memory, and a short-range radio transceiver. It's a smart can and the factory that makes them 
charges eight pennies more for each one. As part of their production, the cans get embedded with a small 
amount of data such as the date of manufacture, the batch and can number, the alloy details etc. 
Once produced these cans travel all over Europe. One batch of these cans is sent to Italy where they go to a 
tomato-canning factory and are filled with tomatoes. At this factory, as part of the canning process, the can 
gathers a little more data: it is full of diced Roma tomatoes, it was filled on a certain date as part of a 
particular batch, and it has a particular use-by date. 
One of these cans of tomatoes gets exported to the USA. As it moves off the wharf it is processed and its 
data content is translated from Italian to English. After a brief stint in a warehouse it ends up on a 
supermarket shelf. At the supermarket it inherits a little more information such as the retail price and 
date of being placed on the shelf. At some point a customer's pantry knows to order the can and one is 
sent to your house in the next delivery. Before the can leaves the store, the supermarket extracts the 
information it needs for stocktaking. 
Some weeks later you're at your desk at work thinking about dinner, and decide that tonight you're going to 
cook a romantic meal for two. You look up your recipes, select one, and check your pantry for the necessary 
ingredients. Your tomatoes have cheerfully registered themselves to the pantry upon arrival, so it is able 
to report that all you need is some fresh basil that you can pick up on the way home. At the 
supermarket, you find the basil and drop it into the trolley, which updates the cumulative price of your 
selections. Noticing the screen's flicker, you glance down and see an advertisement for a special on 
oregano. You cancel it and disable further advertising. Finally done, you push the trolley through the 
checkout, where your account is debited for the total, and your home address attached to your items. 
Vision of the Future 2/2 
From the paper “How and Why you will talk with your tomatoes” 
You push the trolley onto the track for delivery before heading to the cafe for a coffee on the way home as 
the store delivers the shopping for you. 
At home you begin to cook, placing the opened can of tomatoes from the pantry onto the table. The can 
reports that it has been opened (after detecting the pressure differential). You've been meaning to get 
the auto-light on your gas stove fixed for weeks now and seemingly every time you want to light it you 
can't find the matches. You ask the kitchen to locate the nearest box for you: there's one in the cutlery 
drawer. 
You've had enough though, so you direct the kitchen to factor the stove repair into your budget. Your stove 
knows not to hassle you again. Having enjoyed your meal, you turn on the television but during the first ad 
break a scrolling message from the kitchen appears at the bottom the screen telling you that there's an 
open can of tomatoes that's been getting warm for over two hours. You swear briefly, but are at least 
glad the house didn't interrupt while you were busy. It knows you're not watching an important show 
and it did have the decency to wait for an ad break. 
You go to the kitchen and put the can into the fridge, pausing briefly to put the matches back on the fridge 
where you expect them. Three days later you wake up and struggle to the kitchen for a cup of coffee. As 
you grab the milk, you see the fridge's display panel has a number of messages for you. You'll deal with the 
emails later but notice that the fridge is complaining that there is a can of tomatoes that is getting beyond its 
prime.
 At first you can't find them, but the fridge locates them behind the last of the beer, and you grab the can and 
blend them. Enjoying your tomato juice with your coffee, you begin a casual cleanup and throw the 
empty can into the recycling unit. The recycling unit strips any personal information from the can, 
and noticing the alloy content ensures it gets picked up for recycling. Some time later the can is 
shipped to Germany for recycling.
Examples: Tabs (centimeter-scale) 
  Smallest components 
  Interconnected 
  Examples 
  Active badges 
  Tabs with display 
  … 
Examples: Active badges 
  First developed by Olivetti Cambridge Research 
  Identify person or object to devices 




  Voice recording 
  Did i close the door? 
Examples: Xerox Parc Tab 
MIT Media Lab - Shoes 
  Energy scavenging 
  Broadcast ID every 3 to 5 steps 
Examples:  MIT Media Lab - MediaCup 
  Sensing, processing and 
communication capabilities 
  Periodically broadcasting 
state of cup 
  Applications 
  Visualizing the state of the cup 
  Inferring and indicate 
meetings through 
aggregations of cups 
  Wrist computer warns if I am 
getting close to a hot cup. 
Examples: Pads (A4-A3 scale) 
  Antidote to Windows 
  Like paper 
Examples: Boards (wall-scale) 
  Video and image screens 
  Bulleting boards 
  White boards 
  Flip charts 
  Interactive paintings 
Examples: Smart Carpets 
Examples: Not Only Small - Cars 
  They are big enough 
  They have their own power 
supply 
  They are expensive enough 
  At least for Germany, they are 
the primary commercial force 
and the most precious toy 




  Telecommunication and Automation 
  For some it is about computers and 
mobility 
Examples: Early Applications 
  Early Applications 
  Mobile communication 
  Dynamic Route Planning 
  Traffic information 
  GM, On Star System 
  Simple to use button to connect to a human operator 
  Emergency call 
  Info 
  Experiment with Voice Scripting 
  Advanced Applications 
  Passenger-oriented services 
  Information services (Emergency, traffic) 
  Productivity (mobile office) 
  Entertainment (TV, Hi-Fi, Games) 
  Vehicle-oriented services 
  Maintenance (on site inspection) 
  Security (ABS, air-bags,…) 
  Anti-theft 
  Comfort (heating, air-conditioning) 
  Trip-oriented services 
  Navigation 
  Optimize consumption 
…..Oh great, but 
  In addition to showing some of the 
ways that computers can enter 
invisibly into people’s lives, this 
scenario points up some of the social 
issues that embodied virtuality will 
engender. Perhaps key among them is 
privacy: hundreds of computers in 
every room, all capable of sensing 
people near them and linked by high-
speed networks, have the potential to 
make totalitarianism up to now seem 
like sheerest anarchy. Just as a 
workstation on a local area network 
can be programmed to intercept 
messages meant for others, a single 
rogue tab in a room could potentially 
record everything that happened 
there.” 
HCI – Human Computer Interaction 
Some other examples 
Conclusions 1 
  Small, lightweight, cheap, and mobile processors 
  In most everyday objects (embedded computing) 
  On your body (wearable computing) 
  Embedded in the environment (ambient intelligence) 
  Visions… 
  Everything, always, everywhere 
  All objects become smart 
  Everything is connected 
  …become true because 
  Cheaper hardware (many everywhere) 
  Smaller hardware (mobile, everywhere) 
  Wireless communication (almost) no cost 
Conclusions 2 
  Various Research discipline involved 
  Hardware development 
  Software development 
  HCI, psychology 
  Electrical engineering 
  Physics, chemistry, biochemistry 
  No mature research discipline yet 
  No textbook-like lecture possible 








GSM, GPRS, UMTS 
  Mobile phone networks are nearly ubiquitous 
  Still basic client-server architecture 
  Only last-mile wireless 
  Wired backbone structure 
  From Voice to data 
  Cellular network evolution 
  1G networks (analog cellular networks) 
  2G networks (GSM simple data services) 
  2.5G networks (GSM with GPRS) 
  3G networks (UMTS) 
2G – GSM (1982) 
  GSM, Global System for Mobile communication, 
military derivation 
  Goals 
  Good speech quality 
  Low cost for terminals and services 
  International roaming 
  Handheld terminals 
  Primary usage 
  Voice call + SMS 
  Network 
  Circuit switched network 
  Three frequency bands (900, 1800, 1900 MHz) 
GPRS (General Packets Radio 
Services) 
  GPRS implements packet switched data 
  Overlay on existing GSM network 
  Always ON 
  Supports bursty applications such as email, web 
  Transfer rate: 85,6 Kbps 
  Applications 
  Communication (internet, mail, messaging) 
  Information services 
  Localization-based services 
UMTS (Universal Mobile 
Telecommunication System) 
  3G mobile network 
  Supports voice and data services 
  144 Kbps – rural 
  384 Kbps – urban 
  1,8 Mbps – Hsdpa (offered by network carrier 3) 
  QoS support 
  Spread-spectrum modulation 
WiFi 
  Most rapid growth of all wireless technologies 
  Expected market growth 
  $ 1.79 billion (2001) 
  $ 3.85 billion (2004) 
  More than 70% all notebooks with 802.11 already 
embedded (2005) 
  Wireless hot-spots begin to pervade 
Hot-spot in Italy 
Applications 
  Primary application domain is traditional 
networking at home and in the office 
  Wireless video connections between set-top boxes 
and TV sets 
  Video streaming from camcorder/camera to TV 
set and PC 
  Exchange and transmission of radio (network 
radio) 
  Wide-area mobile networks 
802.11 Extensions 
  802.11 original standard 
provided for 1- and 2-
Mbps PHY layer, CSMA/
CA (1997) 
  802.11a Enhancement to 
provide 54 Mbps in the 5 
GHz band (1999) 
  802.11b Enhancement to 
provide 11 Mbps in the 
2.4 GHz band (1999) 
  802.11d Changes for 
international regulatory 
compliance (2001) 
  802.11e Enhancements 
to the MAC layer to 
provide QoS through 
prioritized CSMA and 
advanced polling 
techniques 
  802.11f Recommended practices 
for inter-access point 
communication 
  802.11g PHY layer enhancement 
to provide 54 Mbps in the 2.4 GHz 
band 
  802.11h Enhancement to 802.11a 
to achieve regulatory compliance 
with Europe 
  802.11i Security enhancement 
  802.11j Changes to meet 
Japanese regulatory requirements 
  802.11k Improved WLAN system 
management 
  802.11m 
A generalized cleanup and editing 
of the existing standard 
  802.11n 
Up to 200 Mbps throughput,double 
range. Still “draft” 
IEEE 802.16 – WiMax  
  IEEE work group numer 16 
  Many companies are closely examining WiMAX for 
"last mile" connectivity at high data rates. This could 
result in lower pricing for both home and business 
customers as competition lowers prices. 
  Wireless broadband access will be an alternative to 
cable and DSL connection 
  Functional range: 50 km 
  Bandwidth: up to 70 Mbit/S 
  Frequencies: (high) from 10 to 66 Ghz  
Relation to the OSI model 
Major Components 
  Station 
  Computing device with wireless network 
interface 
  Wireless medium 
  Radio frequency (RF) physical layer for 
communication 
  Access Point (AP) 
  Wireless-to-wireless bridging 
  Wireless-to-wired bridging 
  Distribution System 
  Forwarding frames (packets) from access 
point to access point  
Problems in wireless communication 
  Available unlicensed spectrum allocation 
(government regulation) 
  Unlicensed ISM bands (Industry Scientific Medicine) 
  Only low transmission power levels allowed 
  Spread spectrum modulation 
  Multi-path echoes 
  Interference 
  Noise 
  Bluetooth 
  The term Bluetooth refers to an open specification for a 
technology to enable short-range wireless voice and 
data communications anywhere in the world. 
  Early 1998 – Special Interest Group (SIG) formed 
  Code name: Bluetooth 
  Harald Blatand “Bluetooth”, Viking King of Denmark (940-981 aC) 
that unified European northern countries 
  Promoter companies: Ericsson, IBM, Intel, Nokia and Toshiba 
  1999 – Bluetooth 1.0 Specification Release 
  10 – 100 meters networking 
  Bandwidth: 723 Kbit/S 
  Today – Bluetooth 2.0 EDR work is ongoing 
  Promoter Companies: 3Com, Ericcson, IBM, Intel, Lucent, 
Microsoft, Motorola, Nokia, Toshiba.  
  And other 1883 companies in the SIG 
  Bandwidth: 2,1 Mbit/S 
Bluetooth Usage Models 
  Bluetooth as a cable replacement 
  The cordless computer 
  The instant postcard 
  Supporting voice communication 
  Ultimate headset 
  Three-in-one phone 
  The speaking laptop 
  Networking 
  The interactive conference (file transfer) 
  The internet bridge (dial-up, direct access) 
  The automatic Synchronizer 
  Ad-hoc networking 
  Hidden Computing 








Protocol Stack Components 
  Transport protocol group 
  Locate other devices 
  Create, configure and manage both physical 
and logical links 
  Transport of data from higher-layer 
protocols and applications (asynchronous/
synchronous) 
  Middleware protocol group 
  Provide existing and new applications 
  Existing protocols like PPP, IP, TCP, OBEX, … 
  New Bluetooth aware protocols like 
RFCOMM, TCS (voice), SDP (service 
discovery) 
  Application group 
  Legacy applications unaware of Bluetooth 
(e.g. modem dialer, web browser) 
  Bluetooth aware applications (e.g. telephony 
control via TCS) 
  Bluetooth profiles (advanced API): file 
transfer,… 
Zigbee 
  Low-power communication 
  10-100 meters wireless tunable range 
  Physical Layer MAC from IEEE 802.15.4 
  Zigbee open standard 
  Mesh networks 
Zigbee Application Scenarios 
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks 
  Small devices 
  Mobile 
  Autonomous 
  Own, but limited power supply 
  Wireless Communication 
  Spontaneous networking 
  Traditional administration impossible 
  One-time acquaintances are common 
  No wired infrastructure scientifically challenging 
  In reality hybrid systems with access to wired 
networks 
Single-hop networks 
  State of the Art 
  Example: WLAN 
  Infrastructure BSS and Extended SS 
  GSM and UMTS 
  Wireless last mile 
  TCP/IP, Mobile IP, … 
  Client/Server, WWW, … 
  Web Services 
  QoS for 
  IP Telephony 
  Audio and Video 
Multi-hop Networks… 
  Unreliable communication 
  Frequent topology changes 
  High Error rate (Multi-path, 
Interference, …) 
  Natural structure for 1010 
nodes and more 
  No wired infrastructure 
  Essential in case of emergency 
and disaster 
  New programming paradigms 
required 
  Self-organization, Autonomy 
  Altruism, Synergy 
  Context Awareness 
  Power Awareness 
  Requires sophisticated routing 
A Vision of the Future… 
  Consider a scenario a few years hence in which a 
large city like Boston might have several wireless 
base stations in every building - a number of 
nodes in the order of 10^7. If most of the 
electrical devices in the buildings and those 
carried on by people are wirelessly networked 
too, then the total number of nodes could be as 
high as 10^10. If these nodes communicate peer-
to-peer with nearby devices, then one could 
envision the entire city as connected into a mobile 
ad-hoc network approximately 10^3 hops in 
diameter.  
Fleet Net  
  German Research Project 
  Inter-Vehicle Communication System 
  MANET 
  Service and Applications 
  Exchange sensor data between vehicles (e.g. road 
condition) 
  Emergency breaking 
  Coordinated lane entering 
  Traffic Jams 
  Candidate Wireless Technologies 
  WiFi 
  UMTS 
Fleet Net Scenario 




  Identify Objects 
  Typically: from distance 
  Or: in a secure way 
  Purpose 
  Associate specific actions, attributes etc. with an object 
  Authenticate an object, person 
  … 
  What techniques do we know? 
Research Test-bed Platform 
Linux/Pochet PC 
PDA with 







  Communication principles 
  Full-duplex and half-duplex 
  Transponder sends during energy transmission 
  Techniques needed to detect weak signals from tag 
  Sequential 
  Turn off field of the reader; tag sends during reader is idle 
  Tag needs a capacitor or battery supply 
  Anti-collision 
  Data volume 
  Unique ID 
  From a few bytes to several Kbytes 
  Special 1-bit transponders 
  Possible applications? anti-theft system 
  Energy Supply 
  Passive: Energy supply by the magnetic/electric field of the reader 
  Active: Battery supply needed 
  Range 
  Close coupling: ~1cm 
  Remote coupling: ~1m 
  Long-range system: ~ 3m 
Current Applications:  
Access Control 
  Several schools in Osaka will give RFID chips to 
students, in order to track their presence. 
  The tags will be read by readers installed in 
school gates and other key locations to track 
the kids' movements.  
  The chips will be put onto kids' schoolbags, 
name tags or clothing. 
  New Scientist reports that clubbers in Spain are 
choosing to receive a microchip implant instead of 
carrying a membership card. 
  The Baja Beach Club in Barcelona offers people 
signing up for VIP membership a choice to 
receive a RFID implant.  
  VIP members can jump the entrance queues, 
reserve a table and use the nightclub's VIP 
lounge. RFID tag can be used as an in-house 
debit card. 
Current Applications:  
Inventory Systems 
  Smart warehouse. 
  Error-free packaging 
  Automatic stocktaking 
  Surgery Room 
  Do not leave anything inside someone… 
  Check-in and check-out of all the instruments 
  RFID could be slapped on to toothbrushes, chairs and 
even toilet seats to monitor elderly people in their 
own homes.  
  Data harvested from the RFID chips would 
reassure family and care-givers that an elderly 
person was taking care of themselves, for 
example taking their medication.  
  Unusual data patterns would provide an early 
warning that something was wrong. 
Current Applications: 
Automatic Billing and Tolling 
  Smart (cashier-free) retailers 
  Avoid queues 
  On-line advertisements and special offers 
  iPico Holdings has developed and tested RFID 
passive tags and readers that can be used to monitor 
vehicles at a read distance of 17 feet traveling at 
speeds of 160 mph.  
  The technology will be used to control traffic and 
speed,  
  RFid enables immediate traffic 
ticketing or toll collection 
Current Applications 
Long-term applications 
  RFID tags enable an item to be tracked even after it has been 
purchased by a consumer.  
  A retailer could recognize a returning customer as he or 
she walks into the store by surreptitiously reading a tag 
embedded in the customer's clothing, and use information 
about the customer's prior purchases to tailor the 
salesperson's pitch. 
  RFtracker is a search engine that tracks and maps the position 
and movement of RFID tags.  
  RFtracker maintains two databases: 
  "match" database, which matches RFID tag numbers with the people 
who possess goods bearing those tag numbers 
  "sightings" database, which holds records of RFID tag sightings by 
RFID readers located around the world. 
  If you already have a tag number, you can use the 
"sightings" database to see where that tag has been 
sighted.  
  If you have the name of the person that you want to track, 
you can start with the "match" database, looking for RFID 
tags associated with that person 
  Remember “Minority Report”? 
Ubiquitous Computer - Future Applications 
Citywide applications 
  "Ubiquitous City is an intelligent next-generation city 
based on RFID and wireless internet technologies.  
  One of the first efforts to build u-Cities is the 
development of the convention center district in the 
Korean city of ChanWon.   
  In a u-City, RFID would be used in the following ways: 
  Automated parking system 
  Vehicle identification 
  House keys 
  In-store services: product information, tailor-made 
clothes, fashion news 
  Automated checkout in retail stores 
  Attach RFID tags to sewer pipes to manage waste 
water 
  Track locations of vehicles, children and pets.  
Ubicomp Future Applications 
smart appliances applications 
  General Support to Context-Awareness 
  Future smart-phones will read tags around to 
automatically detect situations and react (see later) 
  Future Trashcan 
  when you throw your RFID lunch wrapper in the 
trash, its RFID will be read by  the trashcan. The 
trashcan will decide if it has to be recycled or 
shredded or composted. 
  Your lunch wrapper was bought using your debit 
account and marked with that information. The 
trashcan can charge you for burdening it with non-
recyclable plastic. 
  Smart fridge detecting what is in and suggesting 
recipes 
  Smart washing machine detecting what is in and 
choosing wash-program or test clothes “compatibility”. 
…Ok great, but there are alternatives… 
  Barcodes and camera phones: 
  It is possible to scan via a camera-enabled phones 
a barcode, and with just one click the proper 
webpage will be loaded on your phone's browser. 
The camera phone has the potential to disrupt the 
RFID trend in computing. 
  But RFID have some definitive advantages 
  Memory capacity 
  A rfid tag contains more data than barcode 
  Works despite occlusions 
  Do not open the boxes 
  Can be dynamically written 
  Innovative applications (micro information 
repositories dispersed in an environment – see 
later) 
Context-Awareness 
Definition of Context 
  Context by Schiilt, Adams, Want (Intel Research) 
  Where you are, 
  Who you are with, and 
  What resources are nearby 
  Context by Dey (Georgia Tech) 
  Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation 
of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered 
relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including 
the user and applications themselves. 
  Context by Chen, Kots (Georgia Tech) 
  Context is the set of environmental states and settings that either 
determine an application‘s behavior or in which an application event 
occurs and is interesting to the user. 
  Briefly: 
  Context-aware systems adapt according to the location of use, the 
collection of nearby people, hosts, and accessible devices, as well as the 
changes to such things over time. 
  Ca system reacts to changes in the environment. 
  A system is context-aware if it uses context to provide relevant 
information and/or services to the user, where relevancy depends on the 
user‘s task 
Reasons to be Context Aware 
  Functional 
  Context-specific services and applications 
  Position of persons and things 
  Selection and filtering information 
  Non Functional 
  Overcome limitations 
  Restricted user interface 
  Limited resources 
Context Types and Sources 
  Computing Context (applications) 
  Network connection 
  Communication costs 
  Nearby resources (displays, printers) 
  User Context (profiles) 
  User’s profile 
  Location 
  People nearby 
  Current activity 
  Physical Context (sensors) 
  Lighting 
  Noise level 
  Traffic Condition 
Context-aware applications 
  Active context 
  Presentation of information and services to a user 
  Selection of services or information for a user 
  Automatic execution of services for a user 
  Passive context 
  Tagging of context to information for later retrieval 
Service and System Examples 
  Location-based services 
  Present interesting targets (restaurants, shopping 
center, friends) 
  Selection the next resource (e.g shared printer) 
  Booking and reservation systems 
  Account for user preferences (e.g. non-smoking) 
  Navigation systems 
  Context-dependent restriction (avoid stairs for people 
in wheelchair) 
  User preferences (prefer elevators instead of stairs) 
  Dynamic information (traffic jams) 
  Ambient intelligence 
  Physical environments react to user profiles 
  Lighting , heating 
  Background music 
  Audio and video recording 
  Add time information 
  Add position information (photos) 
  Spatial events 
  Actions triggered by events in the physical world 
  Notify if within reach 
  Act on meeting 
  Enter, leave building 
Service and System Examples 
Why models? 
  A system is context-aware if it uses context to 
provide relevant information and/or services to 
the user, where relevancy depends on the user 
task 
  How to retrieve context? 
  How to represent context? 
  How to store and manage context? 
  How to access context from the application? 
  How to share context among applications? 
  Middleware!!!! 
A Generic Context Model and 
Middleware 
Cool Example (Human Dynamics 
Group – MIT Media Lab) 
  Inferring Context from people interactions: 
  Who is taking with who? 
  Inferring social networks? 
